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This book is a short and to the point story about a successful experiment conducted while playing

slot machines over a two year period. Back in 2011, I began a wagering system that has been over

80% successful. It only takes $20 to $40 to start.
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Not bad advice and reading, I enjoy playing slots and have read a lot of books on slot machine

"How to win" advice, this one was helpful. Although I think a lot of it comes down to just plain luck.

I loved this book. I read a lot of books about slot machines, and most are not unique at all. This

book is extremely unique.Unfortunately, I couldn't tell if this book was serious or not. But, I love this

book whether it's a serious book or even if it's just trying to be funny. The technique in the book is

basically to go around looking for machines that are "hot" and then play those machines, but only

spin for one credit at a time, not max credits. This technique makes the author a winner over 80% of

the time, and he has anecdotal evidence to back it up.In most other slots books, the author brags



about the thousands that he spends on the machines. But, this author limits himself to twenty bucks

when he goes into a casino. Even if Millson is not the best example for slots, he's an excellent

example of self restraint.Pros:+Unique+Entertaining+Made me laugh (I hope I laughed at the parts

that are supposed to be funny.)Cons:-Excruciatingly short-In the book, the author promises another

book, but so far has just published this one-The book quickly explains the technique in only one

paragraph. I had to read it over about four times, because I wasn't sure if I was actually reading the

technique, or if I had missed it.-All the criticisms about this book are true

This ebook was quick to and easy to read. A simple explanation of a simple strategy to win at slots. I

liked that.

Lots of advice repeated so many times. Big theme is roll once then move on. No explanation is

given for any recommendation. Book is basically do this and things will be great. I don't believe it.

I started reading and it was over in four minutes not even worth 99 cents. No need to read just play

machines that have no cash outs. That's what I learned in the 4 min read
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